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Executive Summary 
 
This report sets out an evaluation of the first Learning Session of the Practice Administrative Staff 
Collaborative (PASC).  The event was held by the Primary Care Portfolio team on Monday 19 
March 2018 in Dunblane. The feedback is based on the responses from 102 delegates out of 243 
who attended the event. 
 
The learning objectives for the day were for delegates to:  

 describe how PASC contributes to the vision for transformation of Primary Care services in 
Scotland and interpret how PASC can be applied to their HSCP context 

 consider how engaging with patients can lead to improvements in care and build awareness 
of quality improvement approaches in GP practices, and  

 to begin to build a network of PASC connections in and between HSCPs. 
 
The majority of delegates felt that these objectives were met on the day. 
 
Delegates requested that presentations be made available following the event, these can be 
downloaded here. 
 
The PASC team will reflect on the following improvements for future events: 

 

Logistics o accessibility of venue parking   
o cabaret layout preferred for comfort and networking   
o tea/coffee provision at lunch 
o events held mid-week  

  
Contents o focus on case studies and documentation for delegates to 

focus on and take away to disseminate in practice 
o allow every opportunity for interaction between delegates, 

either through table top work or designated networking 
opportunities  

o increase accessibility of events to local/web-based level 
o more subject matter specific content  

 
 

It was further noted that there was a high level of interest in establishing and maintaining 
networking opportunities via various networks and shared learning events. The PASC team will 
endeavor to incorporate these suggestions as the collaborative progresses. 
 
 

http://ihub.scot/gp-practice-administrative-staff-collaborative/
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Event background 
 
The Primary Care Portfolio team held a National Learning Session for the Practice Administrative 
Staff Collaborative on Monday 19 March 2018. The event was held at Dunblane Hydro, Dunblane. 
See Appendix 1 for agenda.  
 
There were 243 delegates from 21 Health and Social Care Partnerships (HSCPs) registered for 
the event.  
 
The aims of the day were for the delegates to: 

 describe how the Practice Administrative Staff Collaborative (PASC) contributes to the 
vision for transformation of Primary Care services in Scotland and interpret how the PASC 
can be applied to their HSCP context 

 consider how engaging with patients can lead to improvements in care and build awareness 
of quality improvement approaches in GP practices, and  

 begin to build a network of PASC connections in and between HSCPs. 
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Pre-questionnaire 
 
A pre-event questionnaire was distributed to delegates to determine: 
 

 what delegates’ hopes for the session were (1) 

 what the perceived learning opportunities might be (2) 

 what challenges may be expected for the collaborative (3), and 

 how communication could be shared to maximise learning (4). 
 
Some delegates’ responses included: 
 

 increased knowledge and networking opportunities (1) 

 learn more about approaches to care navigation and workflow optimisation (1)  

 to look ahead to the implications of the new GP contract on admin teams (1) 

 to learn how to optimise the contribution from the admin team in the patient journey (2) 

 to learn how other GP practices manage their systems and processes for sharing 
information (2) 

 to enable admin staff within GP Practice to direct patients confidently to the most 
appropriate service (2) 

 as always, finding dedicated time to make it happen! Trying to empower people to take on 
responsibilities (3) 

 getting the message across to patients (3) 

 e-seminar with electronic copy of presentation (4) 

 a live chat and information site that we can all access (4) 

 monthly flash reports/blogs/website (4) 
 
 
See Appendix 2 for a full list of responses. 
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Evaluation framework and findings 
 
An evaluation of the day (Appendix 3) was made available online and paper copies of the 
questions were distributed for delegates to complete. 
 
102 out of 243 delegates completed the evaluation, either online or on the day. 
 
Job title/ Role 
Delegates were asked to indicate their job title/role within their own board.  Below is a breakdown 
of the responses. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Other job titles included: 
 

- Assistant Practice Manager 
- Quality Cluster Lead 
- Nurse Manager 
- Assistant Reception Manager 
- Primary Care Development Lead 
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This event has allowed you to learn more about and contribute to the development of the 
collaborative aims and interventions. 
 
When asked to consider the above statement, 67% of delegates agreed or strongly agreed that 
this had been met. Delegates rated this statement as follows: 
 

  
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Strongly agree   
 

17.82% 18 

2 Agree   
 

49.50% 50 

3 Neither agree nor disagree   
 

21.78% 22 

4 Disagree   
 

10.89% 11 

5 Strongly disagree    0.00% 0 

 
 
 
Some of the delegates expanded on their answer mentioning the following: 
 
 

 Clearer understanding of what to expect and what will be involved 
 

 Good to chat to other clusters and find out what people doing 
  

 Today's session has given the foundation and some confidence about starting change. I 
feel more inspired and feel that I do make a difference 

 

 Helpful to hear how the collaborative sees where we are heading, but that we will move by 
learning and supporting each other 
 

 I was hoping for more focus on the Admin element of PASC 
 

 Excellent to hear first-hand experience of care navigation and workflow optimisation. Good 
overall view on how programme came about and why QI matters. 
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This event has provided you with the opportunity to network and access tools and 
materials to support your participation in the collaborative. 
 
When asked to consider the above statement, 73% of delegates agreed or strongly agreed that 
this had been met. Delegates rated this statement as follows: 
  

 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Strongly agree   
 

19.19% 19 

2 Agree                            
 

53.54% 53 

3 Neither agree nor disagree   
 

17.17% 17 

4 Disagree   
 

9.09% 9 

5 Strongly disagree   
 

1.01% 1 

 
Some of the delegates expanded on their answer saying: 
 

 Good to interact with other areas and learn from each other and share good practice 

 Will take time to look at the websites/tools suggested 

 Networking - could have been more opportunity - tools/materials - still unsure as to what 

is available 

 Keen to explore how we can take this forward locally. Interested to note resources and 

sharing of them 

 Difficult to network in such a large group if you lack confidence, but methods to get you 

to speak to new people worked up to a point 

 Good website info and tools to take forward 
 

 
This event has allowed you to contribute to shaping the PASC approach to collaboration 
and communication 
 
Delegates rated this statement as follows: 
 

 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Yes   
 

66.67% 50 

2 No                            
 

33.33% 25 

 
Some of the delegates expanded on their answer saying: 
 

 Too early to say how I can contribute, but gave food for thought 

 Thought provoking ideas and strategies discussed by speakers will have influences of 
PASC delivery. Good to have reps from cluster together 

 It was very interesting hearing how other Practices have already achieved success 

 There was little or no opportunity to influence the approach. It was too focused on being 
spoken at 
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 Great that invitation was extended to all PASC applicants to launch event 

 I understand the principles of collaboration, communication but am unclear at this stage 
how this will allow me to shape the PASC approach 

 My HSCP is not part of the collaborative but I gained ideas that I can implement in my 
practice 

 
 
 
In terms of learning, which aspects of the event would you rate most highly? 
 
We received 83 responses from delegates in relation to the above question.  
 
Delegates (62) highly enjoyed the presentations delivered by Kev House (Art of Brilliance) and 
Tommy Whitelaw (Dementia Carer Voices). Both were very motivational and inspiring, and helped 
delegates consider their current work approaches and the impact that it can deliver to the patient.  
 
A number of delegates (37) indicated that the presentations regarding care navigation (Anne 
Crandles, NHS Lothian) and workflow optimisation (Yvonne Archibald and Moira Patterson, NHS 
Borders) were highly useful. Delegates commented that it was encouraging to hear of the good 
work already happening in practices, and would be keen to find out more about these. 
 
Several (9) delegates praised the quality of all speakers and brought diversity to the event. The 
introductory tone in the morning followed by more practical examples in the afternoon was, for 
some, a good format. 
 
Hearing about quality improvement was also helpful for some delegates (4) as it reinforced the 
idea that improvement can be achieved by applying the work and having a willingness to change. 
 
 
 
 
In terms of learning which aspects of the event could have been even better? 
 
64 delegates responded to this question. 
 
Some delegates (9) felt that the day did not require any improvements: 
 

o it served its purpose as overall introduction and orientation to PASC 
o all appropriate and informative. 

 
Delegates suggested the below areas for further improvement: 
 
 

 Issue 

Content 

More information or signposting that could be handed out on the day 

More time spent on workflow optimisation and care navigation, and 
possibly change the timing of this to earlier in the day 

More time allowed to network and discuss changes via workshops 

may be beneficial to put more focus on “how” the necessary 

changes in practice could work 
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Logistics 
 

Better car parking facilities   

Later or earlier start/finish to combat traffic  

Avoid Mondays if at all possible 

 
 
Do you have any other comments to help us improve future events? 
 
45 delegates responded to this question. Feedback included the following statements: 
 

o Continue with the inspiring speakers. I think most of us are so overloaded with work and 
deadlines, these people remind us of the fab work we do! 

o Really good venue 
o It's always useful to hear from other Practices what they have already done and tested out. 

 

Delegates included the following suggestions regarding logistics and contents of future networking 
days: 

Logisticssuggestions 

A morning break would have been welcomed – although it was appreciated that there was a lot of 

content to cover 

Lunch could have been improved – service appeared to be rushed and a lack of options 

More information available to delegates prior to event would be seen to some as beneficial 

 

Content  suggestions 

Table top group work to enable more networking and exchange of ideas 

More time spent on practical examples and case studies  

Clear information regarding signposting 

More direction. For example, a map of the proposed journey for delegates to discuss 

Next steps; where to go next. 
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Evaluation conclusion 
 
Following evaluation of this event, the Primary Care Portfolio team will continue to: 

 

o Consider further networking opportunities for this group. 

o Continue to present practical examples of good working in relation to the collaborative, 

particularly at practice level 

o Use online technology to enable delegates to ask questions and take polls in advance of, 
and following events. 
 

 

The Primary Care Portfolio team will improve on the following aspects of such future events: 

 

Logistics o Ensure that clear advice regarding parking is made available 
to delegates ahead of the event 

o Share as much information as possible prior to event 
o Consider videoconferencing in order to aid remote/rural 

teams. 
 

Contents o Have a clear outline of networks and signposting examples 
for delegates  

o Ensure speakers/workshops/practical exercises are essential 
to the impact and message they are intended to generate. 
 

 
The Primary Care Portfolio team may consider the following suggestions for future networking 
days: 
   

o Regional events or webinars held frequently which could include more practice teams as a 
whole 

o Introduce new ways of sharing information between work streams 
o Use online technology to enable delegates from all over Scotland to easily access materials 

and network with their peers 
 

Delegates found the event a great opportunity to network, share tools and materials; learn from 
other boards’ successes and challenges, and learn about quality improvement methodology. 
Therefore the Primary Care Portfolio team will work to deliver similar learning sessions in the 
future, and where possible, incorporate the above improvements and suggestions resulting from 
this evaluation. 
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Appendix 1 – Agenda 

Time Topic Lead 

09.00 Registration opens 

09.30 Registration and coffee 

10.00 Welcome and PASC orientation 

Jill Gillies  
Healthcare Improvement Scotland 
 

Fiona Duff (Chair) 
Scottish Government 
 

Tracey Crickett  
NHS Education for Scotland 
 

Jenny Bennison  
Royal College of General Practitioners 
 

Anne Ribet  
Healthcare Improvement Scotland 

11.00 Quality improvement and why it matters 
Gareth Adkins 
Healthcare Improvement Scotland 

11.30 “You can make a difference” 
Tommy Whitelaw  
Dementia Carer Voices 

12:15 Lunch and networking 

13.15 The Art of Brilliance 
Kev House 
The Art of Brilliance 

15.00 Refreshments 

15.15 Care navigation 
Anne Crandles 
NHS Lothian 

15.30 Workflow optimisation in GP practice 

Yvonne Archibald  
and  
Moira Patterson        
NHS Borders 

15.45 Panel discussion 

Gareth Adkins (Panel Chair) 
Healthcare Improvement Scotland 
 

Manira Ahmad  
NHS National Services Scotland 
 

Yvonne Archibald  
NHS Borders 
 

Anne Crandles  
NHS Lothian 
 

Carol McCambley  
NHS24 
 

Anne Ribet  
Healthcare Improvement Scotland 
 

Tommy Whitelaw  
Dementia Carer Voices 

16.15 Closing remarks and session close 
Fiona Duff 
Scottish Government 
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Appendix 2 – Pre-questionnaire responses 

Question 1: What are your hopes/expectations for this learning session? 

- Patients gain more from cluster working 

- Sharing of experience, ideas and networking 

- Develop new skills/educate staff and hear what other practices do 

- To learn about good practice from other areas across Scotland. To learn about Change 
Management. To start to plan our goals and discuss how we will start on the journey. To spend 
more time getting to know local colleagues. To be inspired by a variety of people and their 
experiences. Also hope that colleagues will be inspired to start to influence change. To have the 
opportunity to work with iHub 

- To find ways of doing things better 

- Not sure 

- Primary Care working more collaboratively together 

- To be able to discuss how certain tasks are carried out in other Practices and to look ahead to the 
implications of the new contract on admin teams 

- To build on the enthusiasm of our clusters through focussed and practical learning 

- to understand how we can support practices in East Lothian to improve signposting and engage in 
QI 

- To make significant progress with document management to impact quickly on GP workload. 

- Networking and information gathering, particularly with regards to signposting. 

- Develop skills & rolls within General Practice 

- To gain an understanding of how we can improve our administrative practices. 

- I think it will be a good opportunity to see how others in GP practices work. 

- Learning opportunities that can be brought back and used within the Practice. 

- learn what opportunities exist to develop the knowledge of reception teams. 

- To learn more about new collaborative 

- To see what everyone else is doing and what their thoughts and experiences are. 

- To learn more about signposting that can be passed on to Admin Staff 

- learn more about PASC interface and how it will link with my practice/ cluster. 

- Training in workflow optimisation and signposting 

- To learn more about signposting 

- To meet people and to share information about my organisation and how we can offer support to 
primary care practitioners in relation to public engagement (Scottish Health Council) 

- To confirm signposting services are available to enable appropriate training of admin staff 

- to find out more about PASC and how the collaborative will improve access for patients to the right 
person at the right time. 

- Sharing good practice which can be implemented across the cluster into individual practices 

- To better understand the aims and objectives of the collaborative and how this work will be shared 
widely throughout the life of the collaborative. To begin to see what resources are already available 
and being considered for the collaborative work and also share ideas for other pieces of work which 
could support. 

- To benefit from the sharing of evidence based good practice. 
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- increased knowledge & networking 

- Hope to see how other managers deal with issues 

- Learn more about the expectations 

- What to expect and hope to be able to achieve from involvement in the Collaborative 

- To find good, safe ways of dealing with admin issues in practice 

- Guidance & time to develop project plan with HSCP team 

- Find out more about the planned work of the collaborative, and gain ideas to take back to practice. 

- To gain better understanding and learn different ways relating to document management and also 
experience other ideas relating to care navigation. 

- ideas for signposting implementation for reception 

- to get ideas and inspiration 

 

Question 2: What do you perceive will be the main learning opportunities for the Practice 

Administrative Staff Collaborative? 

- Delegation of tasks from GPs 

- Potential for new ideas of organisation of our practice/others 

- Meet other scottish practices and learn from others 

- An introduction to Quality Improvement for some people. To learn about how to influence large scale 

change. To foster a culture that Quality Improvement is easily achievable, can be very powerful and 

is a tool which all can use. To develop leadership skills. To build better networks and work in a more 

collaborative fashion across health, social care, third sector. To gain a better understanding of other 

systems and roles. To improve existing systems and aim to better support patients and team 

members. 

- To learn how to optimise the contribution from the admin team in the patient journey 

- Integration agenda 

- Understanding how others work and resources available 

- to be able to share ideas and ways of working with colleagues in other Practices 

- To have at something to takeaway and try out, to have some clear focus on the areas for 

improvement, to have a good understanding of what it means to work collaboratively 

- Practice Staff get relatively little training compared to clinical staff. This is a fantastic opportunity for 

these key members of our teams to engage in training and learning relevant to them. I hope this will 

help empower them to help to make our practices safer and more efficient. 

- To collective agree processes that are effective and safe. 

- Hearing how other practices are managing their systems and sharing information. 

- Bringing together all our expertise and ideas together 

- Sharing ideas and good practice 

- How other practices work and how to streamline the work flow. 

- Meet and learn from other Practices. 

- Uncertain 
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- To learn how it will affect practice and role pms have in administering 

- Workflow optimisation, and Practice experiences on care navigation 

- To learn how other practices are dealing with the selected topics 

- Knowledge of what other clusters are doing over Scotland- idea sharing and how information 

shared. 

- As above 

- I hope to learn about this on the day 

- All practices singing off the same hymn sheet in relation to signposting to reduce abuse from 

patients 

- to enable admin staff within GP Practice to direct patients confidently to the most appropriate 

service. 

- How clusters, practices can cohesively work 

- What works in what circumstances. What doesn't work. 

- To gauge the numerous different but tailored approaches currently in use across the country 

- engaging between staff & patients 

- Communication 

- learn about the goals and how to achieve them 

- Ways of team working to enable us to improve patient experience 

- A sharing of experiences and techniques for dealing with e-documents and paper 

- Overcoming challenges around perceptions and expectations 

- Networking and learning from others experiences so far. 

- To learn from each other and and gather knowledge of best practice. 

- sharing of good practice 

- to reduce GP workload 

 

Question 3: What challenges, if any, do you anticipate for the Practice Administrative Staff 

Collaborative? 

- Resistance to change - fear of things going wrong - manpower issues 

- many different needs in different practices, one size solution won't fit all 

- How do we communicate after conference/co-ordinate ideas and reach milestones 

- As always, finding dedicated time to make it happen! Trying to empower people to take on 
responsibilities. The Primary Care Improvement Plans need to be developed by July and some 
people's attention is rightly turning to these. Great opportunities ahead but prioritising time and 
trying not to feel overwhelmed could be an issue! Trying to spread the change, trying to keep 
everyone involved. There can be suspicions from colleagues who are less directly involved. Trying 
to spread the message that this is an opportunity for all to benefit.... 

- not sure 

- Staff with little and lots of experience in one event 

- More patient self-directed services 
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- Getting time to plan and implement changes and to bring ideas back to the rest of the Practice team 

- working collaboratively in a practical sense beyond own practice environment, working and 
improving with 18 practices on what I imagine numerous potential improvement activities! 

- Lots of people fear change. People also fear being pushed out of their comfort zone. 

- Protected time to learn and implement the processes. 

- Time is the biggest challenge. Our cluster works very well together already, but have no experience 
of how others do this so this may be challenging. Keeping our staff motivated for the course could 
potentially be a challenge as their workload is already increasing. 

- None i Hope 

- far reaching geographical area, variances in practices in terms of list sizes, deprivation levels etc. 

- How it will all come together and how to take it forward. 

- How all the information is easily communicated. 

- Adequate resource to facilitate the process 

- Lack of interest due to heavy workload currently being experienced by practices 

- Don't know 

- Time to implement changes and improve quality 

- Protected time to train staff 

- Resources 

- Possibly sustaining momentum and balancing that with resources 

- Patients being misinformed or not informed at all 

- Patients are used to seeing the GP for all issues they have. Patients see other health care 
professionals as inferior to the GP. Historically, Practice admin staff did not ask for reason patient is 
attending GP. Some feel uncomfortable asking and others do not believe it is their remit to ask. 
Services available will differ HSCP to HSCP so to devise a learning programme for the whole of 
Scotland will be difficult. 

- Getting the message across to patients. 

- Consistency of Approach 

- Each organisation is unique and what works perfectly for one may not work so well for another. 

- engaging staff & patients! 

- None 

- maintaining communication across the board and keeping up enthusiasm 

- Time to make improvements when back in the practice, getting whole team buy-in. 

- Practices all work very differently with differing attitudes to perceived risk 

- Protected time in the workplace 

- Difficulty is finding time to do tests of change as well as perceived 'day job'. Also getting agreement 
from GPs reluctant to change or pass tasks to others. GPs generally risk-averse. 

- Getting time to meet or put into place new ideas. 

- changing patient perception 

- None 
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Question 4: How would you suggest communication from Practice Administrative Staff 
Collaborative should be shared to maximise learning? 

 

- Local workshops 

- Unsure 

- e-mail/education days/Whatsapp. 

- That's a tricky one. Local events around Scotland? Electronic communication. Through a national 
CQL network. We can spread learning through our local links in our patch of the country. We need 
to get the message to people who are well connected. 

- e-seminar with electronic copy of presentation 

- small groups 

- webinars, meetings, emails 

- At team meetings within Practices and email 

- I would like to see some interactive / virtual and technology based comms 

- Peer to peer - I hope teams of staff from different practices get t know each other and share 
improvements directly, instead of it always being "top down" from partners and practice managers. 

- Protected learning time for PM's and admin staff? Facebook page 

- web based? 

- Clusters 

- webinars, more learning sessions 

- I think maybe a PASC's APP would be a good idea. 

- A live chat and information site that we can all access. 

- Group forums, Conference calls, e-mail 

- Meetings are always good - sometimes learning how others are proceeding can be useful and 
informative 

- A Moddle type forum would be ideal for sharing of documents. Email? Facebook type Group for 
general discussions. 

- To be discussed at Practice Managers meetings, cluster groups, discussions with Admin staff ? from 
other practices. 

- email format. E-learning modules to be done at time that suits. 

- Email, follow-up training sessions 

- sharing slides online Delegates communicating at primary & cluster level learning points 

- Online possibly - community of interest (virtual) 

- Group Website 

- During and after the pilot, it is important that learning is disemminated to all Practices. Although 
email reaches all Practices, the number of communications is high and is delivered to the admin 
mailbox which might not reach admin staff. Training will be paramount for admin staff and a mix of 
face to face and on line would be beneficial. 

- Via Practice Manager groups and national network. 

- In a co-ordinated way with Boards. Electronic and regular, timely to allow for opportunity to be taken. 

- Email 

- SPMDN? 
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- group discussions 

- various events emails and utilising social media 

- On-line, email 

- Email with link to website forum 

- monthly flash reports/blogs/website 

- Direct email 

- Via email. 

- PM email 

- email 
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Appendix 3 – List of responses 
 

1. Please select the area/discipline you work in: 

Answer Choice 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

 Practice manager 58.82 60 

 Receptionist 13.73 14 

 Administrative services 8.82 9 

 GP 12.75 13 

 Senior management 1.96 2 

 Other 13.73 14 

answered 102 

skipped 0 
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2. This event has allowed you to learn more about and contribute to the development of the 

collaborative aims and interventions. 

Answer Choice 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Strongly agree 17.82 18 

2 Agree 49.50 50 

3 Neither agree nor disagree 21.78 22 

4 Disagree 10.89 11 

5 Strongly disagree 0 0 

 Please expand on your answer: 58 

answered 101 

skipped 1 

 

 

1 Nothing new from last conference. More from Fiona Duff. 

2 Better understanding of the plans going forward. 

3 Clearer understanding of what to expect and what will be involved. Contacts for ISD we will contact to obtain help on how to get logged in. 

4 Day's topics, whilst interesting, have not been about mechanics of collaborative - presumably that is the subject of tomorrow's sessions. 
Non-participating practices would need access to tools and materials so they can progress projects too. 

5 Very useful event about 1degree core navigation and workflow optimisation. Good to chat to other clusters and find out what people doing. 
Best to learn about the collaborative. 

6 Not one of the collaborative clusters but got lots of ideas/info. 

7 Practical explanations help to make projects "real". 

8 Expanded knowledge. 

9 Very interesting day but themes seemed too broad and most attendees probably enthusiastic so preaching to converted. Has given some 
food for thought. 
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10 Very interesting presentations. 

11 Care navigation talk was interesting, sounds like a positive change to reduce GP workload. 

12 Very interesting and positive speakers, but didn't learn anything new. 

13 Empowering speakers who have definitely made me think about service provision and delivery. 

14 Not part of the collaborative but found day very informative. 

15 Quality improvement tools, measurement and implementation. 
Consistency of approach, positive thinking. 

16 Understanding importance of knowing staff and dealing with them (and their chimp) in a more productive way. 

17 I was not sure what the event entailed, was expecting more advice on care navigation and document handling. 

18 I understand that I will be influenced in how my Practice approaches the changes ahead and think my ability to motivate and stay positive 
will be envied. 

19 We have already started to implement these processes within the Practice and as this was an intro I didn't feel I learnt any more than 
already known. 

20 I'm much more optimistic about the changes. 

21 Today's session has given the foundation and some confidence about starting change. I feel more inspired and feel that I do make a 
difference. 

22 Whilst the overall day was interesting I'd expected the event to be much more focussed on the practical implementation of Care 
Navigation/Workflow Management. 

23 Aims clearly clarified. Useful to have practical examples from NHS Lothian/Borders. 

24 At a very early stage. 

25 Introductory day was not really focused on any of the aims/outcomes - more motivational staff - whilst good, not what I was expecting. 

26 Disappointed with content of the day. 

27 I was expecting a more workshop based approach, however a good day! 

28 I expected a greater focus on methods which have the potential to improve daily workload in reality this part was very limited. 

29 Care Navigation expansion of Receptionist role. 

30 Some good presentations, event a good trigger for enthusiasm. Could have done with more time to discuss ideas but perhaps that's day 2. 

31 Being part of the development plan. 

32 Have learned more. 

33 I have more of an idea of the aims, but still not very confident in this area. 

34 Aims and interventions explained at the start of the day. Do not feel I have learned anymore as day has went on, 

35 No idea what the am section was about - no learning points (just list of people introducing themselves). 

36 Lots of ideas to put into practice. 

37 - Learned about collaborative aims etc.  
- As a non-participating HSCP limited opp to contribute. 

38 Helpful to hear how the collaborative sees where we are heading but that we will move by learning and supporting each other 

39 I feel the event has focused more on mindset to accepting/contributing to change and less on what the aims of the collaborative are and 
how these will look/roll out/be supported going forward. Are Practices to do their own thing? 

40 I personally benefited from speeches made by the inspiring Ker House and Tommy Whitelaw. 
They have given me the courage to be a better and more confident person and therefore a better colleague. 

41 Good mixture of inspiration and technical info/ discussion. 

42 I was hoping for more focus on the Admin element of the PASC, i.e. I understand why systems need to change, but..... 

43 Given me more understanding of how signposting will be delivered throughout GP Practices. 

44 A lot of listening but very little participation. Learning?? 

45 Too much high level broad overview. 
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46 Thought providing stuff. 
Appropriate to whole audience. 

47 Excellent learning session and would be very beneficial to be "rolled out" to all clusters via roadshows. 

48 Learning - Yes - contribute not so much hopefully tomorrow will. 

49 Lot of personal leaving - re the best version of me and how to take back to Practice- Good help with document/workflow. 

50 Made me think about how to ensure positive culture created in practice. 

51 Lots of chat re theory and hopes. No detail as to plans. No control resources. 

52 Disagree re being able to contribute to workshops. 

53 This afternoon was more useful than morning. Really need to know how to put changes into practice. 

54 Thoroughly worthwhile and enjoyable conference. This has given me more knowledge and insight to move things forward for my Practice. 

55 Would need to know more about Care Navigation and Work Optimisation. 

56 Like to have heard more Speakers around Signposting Workflow and Quarterly Improvement during the morning session. 

57 Day one of the event started well with the first speaker but then I felt went down hill 

58 Excellent to hear first-hand experience of care navigation and workflow optimisation. Good overall view on how programme came about and 
why QI matters. 
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3. This event has provided you with the opportunity to network and access tools and materials to 
support your participation in the collaborative. Please select one of the following: 
 

Answer Choice 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Strongly agree 19.19 19 

2 Agree 53.54 53 

3 Neither agree nor disagree 17.17 17 

4 Disagree 9.09 9 

5 Strongly disagree 1.01 1 

 Please expand on your answer 49 

answered 99 

skipped 3 

 

  
 

 

1 Good to interact with other areas and learn from each other. Share good practice. 

2 Day's topics, whilst interesting, have not been about mechanics of collaborative - presumably that is the subject of tomorrow's sessions. 
Non-participating practices would need access to tools and materials so they can progress projects too. 

3 Will take time to look at the websites/tools suggested. 

4 Made great connections. 

5 Lacked specific detail and some specifics would have been good. 

6 Awareness of tools on HIS I can use and also books for personal development. 

7 Really important to hear from other disciplines and teams about taking collaborative forward. 

8 |A room full of P.M's is always good for networking. 

9 NHS inform, Posters. 
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Care navigation/sign posting. 
Workflow optimisation. 
Other projects, ideas. 

10 Presentations re Care Navigation and workflow optimisation very helpful and interesting. 

11 The risk of being brilliant will be an invaluable task. 

12 Enjoyed speakers - very well presented. 

13 Networking - could have been more opportunity - tools/materials - still unsure as to what is available. 

14 I know where to find info etc., now. 

15 Interesting to meet others however I hope tomorrow will further improve my network. 

16 Meeting other Managers and gaining more information to pass onto staff. 

17 Please send out link to HIS iHub to save time searching for materials. 

18 Afternoon Care Navigation and Workflow Optimisation started to touch on Elis. 

19 Not worked on these areas yet - see above. 

20 Presumably information will be made available on line. 

21 Good networking and making access to resources. 

22 See above. 

23 Forum fairly closed, cliques not conducive to communicating. 
Formal rather than informal. 

24 I think day 2 will be more useful. Fortunately, I am one of the Forth Valley Practices so able to take part in that too. 

25 Training most important for front line staff. 

26 Web sites given to obtain more advice. 

27 I am leaving with websites/info to further my knowledge. 

28 Very little provided. 

29 No tools available. 
Feel left out of collaborator - only those selected to be part of it. 

30 I will - access websites to find tools/further reading. 

31 - Last two presentations excellent in terms of practical solutions. 
- Not participating in "actual" collaborations but keen to explore how we can take this forward locally. Interested to note resources and 
sharing of. 

32 Helpful to hear all the different speakers and put faces to names and to hear about different approaches to change and support materials. 

33 Difficult to network in such a large group if you lack confidence but methods to get you to speak to new people worked up to a point. 

34 Interesting apps, books and websites have been shared which I look forward to exploring. 

35 More networking than access to tools/materials. 

36 Lots of encouraging Speakers, opportunity to network with other Practice Managers to find out how they currently do things. 

37 Most participants "networked" with those whom they already knew. 

38 Lack of table top, group work. 

39 Could have done more in way of networking. 

40 I do feel a better layout would have made networking easier i.e. round table within room and when having lunch/coffee break. 

41 I now knew which websites to access and who to ask for resources and support. 

42 I think the key Speakers - the middle of the day did highlight how bad we are at networking with people we don't know - networking does 
need facilitation (unfortunately). 
Tools and Materials - more so - started to get a feel for what/how. 

43 Good website info and tools to take forward. 

44 Not officially involved in the collaborative but came to learn more. 
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45 No stands for the Partners in the collaborative, so no details of specifics or roles/contact details. 

46 Always useful to meet others. 

47 Will look on the NES, RCGP, NHS, inform and familiarise myself with toolkits etc. 

48 This information wasn't given at the session 

49 Allowed participants to build network of contacts and share ideas/resources. 

 

4. This event has allowed you to contribute to shaping the PASC approach to collaboration and 

communication 

Answer Choice 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree 66.67 50 

2 Disagree 33.33 25 

 Please expand on your answer 49 

answered 75 

skipped 27 

 

1 To a point 

2 Too early to say how I can contribute but gave food for thought. 

3 Yes/No - Not today but opened up channels of communication and raised awareness of who is available to support. 

4 Again, presumably practices participating in pilot will have more role in this. 

5 More information on accessing iHub - demo would help. 

6 Given us the starter info to do so. 

7 Overly didactic. 

8 Thought provoking ideas and strategies discussed by speakers will have influences of PASC delivery. Good to have reps from cluster 
together. 

9 Network with other Practice Teams and share ideas. 

10 Importance of involving all team members in taking change forward. 

11 Motivational speakers 

12 Please refer to Q2. 

13 Not sure - 

14 It was very interesting hearing how other Practices have already achieved success. 

15 This will happen tomorrow. 

16 There was little or no opportunity to influence the approach. It was too focused on being spoken at. 

17 More about making a working place a happier place. 

18 Opportunity provided Q & A. 
Great that invitation was extended to all PASC applicants to launch event. 

19 Better understanding of the PASC objections but I would caveat that with now wishing to be given the tools to forge ahead. 

20 Not really. 

21 See above. 

22 Not officially part of the pilot project. 

23 Not enough practical information. 

24 Previously in 2003 collaborative so some old PDSAs used constantly. 
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25 Little opportunity for contribution. 

26 Learning about signposting. 

27 Don't feel I was contributing to shaping. 

28 I don't feel that from this workshop I can contribute. 
Brief. 

29 I do not feel there has been much focus - talks/presentations have not been directly about this. 

30 Still feel left out as only the few were chosen to be part of this. 

31 Ideas to take forward and adopt. 

32 Day 1 - predominately presentation - limited opportunity to contribute. 

33 As this is the launch, feel that tomorrow may be better for contribution. 

34 I understand the principles of collaboration, communication but am unclear at this stage how this will allow me to shape the PASC 
approach. 

35 Yes/No - not sure. 

36 I feel a lot more informed and confident to contribute to shaping the PASC approach to collaboration and communication. 

37 Opportunity to get questions answered. 

38 No one asked my opinion. 

39  

40 Not today as I fell it has mainly been motivational speaking so far. 

41 Not really about our contribution today - maybe tomorrow. 
(The event will allow me, however, to contribute better to delivery, PASC approach) 

42 Take forward document/workflow optimisation. PPG in practice. 

43 No interactive was requested or required. 

44 Hoping slides will come on Tuesday. 

45 There was no opportunity for feedback 

46 My HSCP is not part of the collaborative but I gained ideas that I can implement in my practice. 

47 We didn't do anything on the first day. 

48 I feel the practices doing the pilot will have more opportunity 

49 As above 
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5.  In terms of learning, which aspects of the event would you rate most highly? 
 

1 Fiona Duff 
Yvonne Archibald 
Tommy Whitelaw 

2 Networking. 

3 Quality improvement and motivating speakers. 

4 Really enjoyed "The Art of Brilliance- amusing and delivered well. Makes lot of sense once presented. 

5 Tommy's Section - putting patients at the centre of this is the most important action. 

6 The Practice Manager from Coldstream practical advice and Kev Haise putting me in correct mindset.. 

7 2 practical examples 

8 All speakers were great and brought diversity to the event. 

9 Tommy Whitelaw - emotional and informative - interesting talk. 

10 Conference - Tommu 
 
Kev - House 

11 Speakers were fantastic and informative. 

12 Talk by Tommy Whitelaw very moving and inspiring. 

13 Dementia Voices - Tommy Whitelaw - emotional and inspiring 
The Art of Brilliance - Kev House - thought provoking and very positive. 

14 Great uplifting speeches from Ker House - Tommy Whitelaw 

15 Tommy Whitelaw } 
Ker House ~ very good and positive. 

16 Tommy Whitelaw was fantastic. 
Yvonne Archibald's experience of Workflow was useful.  
Great to know it works elsewhere. 

17 Insight into how service users view the services and their personal experience "what matters to you?" 

18 Workflow optimisation is something we've just started so that was useful. 

19 Tracy Crickett from NES. 
Trading workshops for Practice staff. 

20 Outline of signposting and workflow optimisation. 

21 The Art of Brilliance - 
You can make a difference - Both equally good sessions. 

22 Ker House 

23 Everything - should be highly rated. 

24 The set of Brilliance. Dementia Care Voices. 

25 The workflow administration is of particular interest to me as my Practice is really struggling with the amount of correspondence we receive. 

26 The Art of Brilliance. But in terms of inspiration and emotion, Tommy's presentation was the day's winner! 

27 Tommy and Ker very powerful, mindful and powerful. All speakers made an impact. 
Yvonne Coldstream brilliant. 

28 The session on Workflow Management/Care Navigation. 

29 Art of Brilliance - learned more about myself and what stops me. Hopefully be able to use this to help me become a better P.M. 

30 Tommy Whitelaw - very interesting and heartfelt understanding of patient, GP and hospital support. 

31 Choice of Speakers - very motivational. 
Thomas Whitelaw - very emotional talk (has given me food for thought with dementia patients). 

32 Art of Brilliance. 
Care Navigation. 
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Work Optimisation. 

33 Q & A. 

34 Act of Brilliance and Care Navigation . 
Presentation clearly insightful. 

35 Care Navigation  
Doc Mgt. 

36 More information on Care Navigation and Workflow Optimisation. 

37 Sadly none! 

38 Signposting and document management. 

39 Motivation. 
Self Management Awareness. 
Better understanding of Workflow Optimisation. 

40 Ker House 
The Art of Brilliance. 

41 Anne Crandles presentation - info worthy of taking this PASC forward. 

42 Session on Workflow Optimisation. 

43 Tommy's journey (Reception staff not being compassionate) 

44 Motivational 

45 The Art of Brilliance. 

46 The Art of Brilliance/Document Management. 

47 Ker House - The Art of Brilliance -  
Tommy Whitelaw - Dementia Care 
Workflow Optimisation. 

48 Care Navigation + ) But would have been better with leverage and more info. 
Workflow Optimisation ) 

49 The Art of Brilliance - will use daily in work and life. 
Quality Improvement - great. 

50 All the speakers were great - Ker House was outstanding as I felt it made me think much more about my own behaviour and how it impacts 
and also how it will impact in the future. 

51 - Art of Brilliance. 
- Document Management. 
- Signposting. 

52 Morning speeches good for introduction and afternoon much more practical - enjoyed both. 

53 Tommy Whitelaw and Ker House both very motivational and made you think very differently about your approach with/to others. 
Workflow Optimisation very informative. 

54 Helpful to hear first had experiences from current Practice staff and Change Management. 

55 Ker House and Tommy Whitelaw. 

56 Jenny Bennison 
Tommy Whitelaw - voice of the patient/carer. 
Afternoon sessions on Care Navigation, Workflow Organisation. 

57 Mindfulness and the mental health part of presentations. Amongst graphs and statistics we are reminded of the real reason why we got into 
the field of work we're in! 

58 New ways of thinking regarding patient-centred care and involvement. 

59 Training for Admini and PMs. 

60 Ker House. 

61 Art of Brilliance session - Ker House 
Dementia Carer Voices - Tommy Whitelaw. 

62 Tommy's presentation on how the little things do matter to others in such a big way. 
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63 A better idea of the national organisations. 
Better idea of workflow documentation, document management. 

64 Tommy, Kevin and the two afternoon practical examples - Ann Crandles and Coldstream PM. 

65 Tommy Whitelaw - inspiring. Good info to take back and use re workflow optimisation. 

66 Tommy Whitelaw - we can make a difference to patient journeys. 
Kev House-p we always have a choice. 
Workflow Optimisation - Yvonne Archibald - Practical advice. 

67 Ann's presentation. 
Yvonne's presentation. 

68 Art of Brilliance. 

69 Enjoyable presentations on Brilliance and Dementia Voices. 

70 Speakers. 

71 Talks re Care Navigation and Workflow Optimisation. Enjoyed the Art of Brilliance. 

72 All. 

73 Ker House made me think. 

74 Ker House. 

75 Care Navigation - Excellent presentation. 
 
Emotional challenges for staff carrying out Care Navigation Training packages to all in Practice will be very useful. 
 
Workflow Optimisation - excellent presentation - interested in following this up. 

76 The 15 minute slots on signposting and workflow 

77 Meeting with my own Cluster Practice Managers was the only really useful item. 

78 Kev House from The Art of Brilliance did a fantastic job in motivating the audience and making them hungry for change. 
Gareth Adkins proved that it can be done, you can go from the bottom to the top if you just put in the work and change. 
Ann Crandles and her knowledge of the challenges she knows exist in changing culture within GP surgeries. 

79 Art of Brilliance and Tommy were both really fantastic speakers. Inspirational and lots to think about, 
The time spent round the table with our cluster actually planning what we are going to do and build a driver diagram was great - we hardly 
ever get protected time like this to plan. collaborate, share practice and ideas. 

80 The networking, listening to others and their working practices 

81 The Art of Brilliance and the last speaker were the best parts of the day. 

82 Dementia speaker 

83 Workflow optimisation and Care navigation sessions plus quality improvement session. Art of Brilliance and Tommy Whitelaw for learning 
about being positive and overcoming obstacles and how important it is to engage with patients. 
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6. In terms of learning, which aspects of the event could have been even better? 
 

1 We understand the process of change but I feel today is about how you have decoded the change and what you have  
done about it. Not what resources are available for us to achieve it. 

2 Started at 9.00am to allow for transport 

3 Improved presentation on patient perspective in terms of relevance to project. 

4 More time on the practical trials that is only being rolled out to 4 hospitals. 

5 Would be useful to understand the difference between (1) and (2) days earlier - before attending the event. 

6 More information on sign posting-protocols would be good to be given out to everyone. 

7 Focus on "hard" material. 

9 N/A 

10 A wider range of approaches to learning rather than a day of lectures. 

11 Lunch not great. Lots of food brought out later but too late.  
No tea or coffee at lunch. 
No housekeeping done at start. 

12 Housekeeping - 
No toilet paper. 
No milk at tea break and no biscuits. 

13 Information packs would have been useful as the slides were difficult to see. 

14 The matriculation stuff is good but there is so much going on and contract info is more relevant. 

15 More practical help but very happy overall with the day. 

17 I did not realise the event was more of an introduction to PASC and was hoping to have a more in-depth discussion on workflow 
optimisation and signposting. 

18 Everything OK. 

19 More learning on what Practices are doing. 
Q1 info. 

20 Panel was too long and going into too much detail. Too many personal agendas. Should have been at networking not here. 

21 Less talking at and more practical information. 

22 Nil 

23 Maybe slightly sorter day. Toward end of day was getting very uncomfortable sitting, lost concentration. 

24 Perhaps see sight of Care Navigation/Work Optimisation protocols. 

25 I fully understand the what, why and where the PASC currently sits, but I think a lot of PMs now need to understand the  
"how" it will work. Real examples of Care Navigation and Work Optimisation in use. 

26 More information on signposting etc. 

27 More practical advice/shared learning and less psychobabble! 

28 Further examples of Care Navigation systems which has worked rather than an overview. 

29 Much more time devoted to Care Navigation and Workflow Optimisation - we didn't need convincing that this is a good  
idea, we need much greater detail about this and training being rolled out to Practices. 

30 More detail on both workflow optimisation and signposting/care navigation. 

31 Help/Packs for General Practice. Signposting. 

32 More focus on signposting. 

33 Workflow Optimisation - felt could have spent more time on this Q & A throughout talk. 

34 More info prior to event - wasn't what I thought the event was for. 

35 More info on signposting. 

36 None. 
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37 - A whole workshop session on Coldstream Doc Management would have been great and also on Lothian training (i.e. an example). 

38 Q & A sessions too long. 

39 More detail on Signposting. 

40 No Social Care representation at event - "Signposting" might be helpful to hear how things are viewed from their perspectives. 

41 The 2 brief pm sessions on Workflow Optimisation and Care Navigation would have been of greater benefit in the morning and with more 
time. 

42 All appropriate and informative. 

43 Illustration of tools available on website. 

44 Would have liked it to be nearer Glasgow and on a mid week day. 

45 Old format - top down. 
Scotland is moving on from this. 

46 Morning Session. 

47 More info prior to event. 

48 The background presentations didn't add a great amount - More about improvement. 

49 Enjoyed it all. 

50 All good. 

51 Can't see the bottom of the slides from the floor. 

52 Specific details re computer interactive and Care Navigation/Workflow Optimisation. Central training resources. 

53 Workshops were really just speakers. Was expecting interactive workshops, being able to express views etc. 

54 Maybe other way round re morning speakers in afternoon and vice versa. 

55 Some of the speakers did not fit in with the aims of the event. 

56 Some of the speakers I felt were not appropriate for the day I thought it was going to be. 

57 2 motribound speakers - one would have been sufficient. 

58 More active workshops 

59 Did not see the point in every section of the collaberative introducing themselves. No one actually got to the point which is learn how to 
signpost patients to best service. Thought the hour and half motivational speaker was dreadful. I have heard 
him before and he does give the same talk every time.  
Spending practically the whole morning of the second day building a spaghetti and marshmallow tower was just awful.  
I have also done this before but in 20 minutes not half a day. 

60 More information on Workflow Optimisation in how they do it, ie the beginning, the middle and the end. We only got the end result in that 
60% of the GP docman workload was redirected.  
This was what I was most interested in when I attended but I didn't leave any more wiser or equipped to make change in my workplace.  

61 The positivity sessions were fantastic but we probably didn't need both - more time discussing actual changes possible in practice would 
have been more beneficial for me - understand it was launch event and positivity around change management necessary 

62 More of what happened on the second day - hands on stuff. 

63 I would have started the event a bit earlier 9am 

64 Can't think of any improvement as it served its purpose as overall introduction and orientation to PASC. 
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7. Do you have any other comments to help us improve future events?  
 

1 I have attended the last two information days and felt frustrated at the amount of time spent from Fiona Duff. A better opportunity to  
discuss Q &A with Fiona Duff. 

2 More training for other hospitals. 
4/27 far too small a number for real effective change. 

3 Would like to know dates for November dates earlier if possible. 

4 Be more explicit about what day is about. 

5  
More direction - a map of the proposed journey. 

6 Catering insufficient - hardly any lunch and coffee available. 

7 The overall themes were good, but interspersing some detail and workshops e.g. data collection and interpretation. 

8 See above - these issues need to be addressed.  
 
No need for the ongoing art-work! Noise very distracting and I am unsure of benefit - what cost ?!? 
 
Screen needs to be higher as can't be seen fully at back of room. 

9 Lift screen - People at the back can't see it. 
 
People doing art work very off putting and don't see benefits of it. 

10 Somewhere with more parking. 

11 Smaller group work, sharing best practice. 

12 Improved car parking facilities! 

13 More on how Practices are doing things, what are they doing. 
More info on tools/materials available. 
Will slides be sent out from today? 

14 Car parking was a challenge at the beginning of the event. 

15 Nil 

16 Break in morning - far too long seated. 

17 Looking forward to next learning event to share how improvements have developed. Access iHub project 
Hopefully Practices outwith funded collaboration will take forward and implement Signposting and Care Navigation. 
It would be good to hear from those parties too! 

18 Be clear about what the "event"/"day" will fulfil for attendees. 

19 I had hoped to learn about good practice in sign[posting and to learn more about workflow optimisation. 
Very disappointed and felt not worth a day out of Practice. 
The best presentation of the day was the final one on workflow optimisation. 

20 More workshop based. 

21 a break in the morning to be able to stand up. 

22 No sitting for such a long time - difficult to concentrate when limbs numb. 

23 It's always useful to hear from other Practices what they have already done and tested out. 

24 More focus on GP practice! 

25 I feel that this 2 day event could have been combined to 1 day. I had hoped for clearer information on signposting which I hope will  
come on day 2. 

26 I believed the new contract would bring funding for Receptionists but it appears this will be left to the Practice to dd despite pit days 
being cancelled!!! 
 
PS - Parking nightmare. 
No coffee at beginning (no milk) 
No coffee at lunch 

27 Great event 
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28 None. 

29 Better catering and practical organisation. 
Speakers amazing though. 

30 Continue with the inspiring speakers.  
I think most of us are so overloaded with work and deadlines, these people remind us of the fab work we do! 

31 Improve access to tea/coffee/refreshments during break times. 

32 Earlier close to allow missing rush hour traffic. 

33 Much more participation required, enabling networking through practice! 

34 Introduce table top, group work. 

35 Not a Monday lol, more notice and info re event as was a bit unclear and confusing. 

36 I did think the event was enjoyable and worthwhile. 
I don't think your questions reflected the outcomes we got from the day. 

37 This is a really good venue. 

38 Please include specific details of planned activities on booking. Detail was not included. 

39 Provision of information to Primary Care before decisions have been made. 

40 Sit down lunch. 
Wee biscuit with morning coffee. 

41 More interactive please 

42 Tommy Whitelaw from Dementia Carer Voices did a great job but I don't think that was the right platform to speak with us. We were  
there only for one day and more case studies on actual changes would have been more beneficial. 

43 Venue lovely and ideal location (travelled from North East Coast) but parking atrocious - suspect it would be the same anywhere with 
 that number of delegates 

44 Keep it short and to the point please. I don't need to know the organisers career history and I'm very aware that I'm working to improve 
patient 
 care and hopefully GP workload. Sorry to be grumpy but I could have achieved more at work on day 1. I loved the Art of Brilliance 
though and Day 2 was great. Thanks 

45 More documentation to take away 

46 I think perhaps morning session could have had a v. short break although appreciate there was a lot of content to get through. 

 


